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JustChange aims to support social, economic, and environmental impact
in its community. As a leader in new giving models that enable grantees
to accelerate their impact, JustChange also champions alternative forms
of philanthropy and community involvement on a broader scale.
In this report we seek to do the following:
• Explain our mission, method, and core beliefs;
• Present the impact we have made in our first two years of operation;
• Recognize the partners that have contributed to our success;
• Showcase our grantees and their ideas’ progress;
• Demonstrate the ways in which we promote new models of giving and
engage the community on this topic;
• Share the lessons we have learned – both personal and professional;
• Communicate our path forward.
Mission
JustChange Ottawa’s mission is to accelerate ideas that produce
positive outcomes for the community from a social, environmental, and/
or economic perspective.
JustChange Ottawa’s Method
Our board members give their money and time to support great ideas.
Sourced from personal donations, the $1,000 microgrants support
initiatives submitted via a call for proposals, which goes out bimonthly,
six times annually, does not require grant writing experience to
complete, and is open to all types of applicants, including individuals,
as well as non-profit and for-profit organizations. Board members then
meet to review the submissions and choose the winning idea.
Our board members are also connectors and promoters. Once the
grantee is selected and informed, they are recognized at a JustDrinks
community event at which they may broadcast their initiative to a broad,
new, local audience, connect with media, and request further support
from the attendees.
Core Beliefs:
• Flexible, no-strings-attached microgrants can help accelerate great
ideas.
• Giving circles can be an effective method to support community
development.
Between 2012 and 2014, JustChange Ottawa grew from an idea into
an organization. As part of continuous learning, we have reviewed our
grantees’ progress and the microgrants’ local impact. We
have also taken stock of JustChange’s impact on its board members
and gathered feedback regarding our funding process.
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This report in organized in a
number of sections:
• Impact themes: By developing and analyzing grantees’ impact profiles, a number of themes have emerged
regarding the ways in which
JustChange has most impacted its funded projects.
• Building partnerships to
amplify impact: We believe
that working together can often drive greater change than
working alone. This section
highlights some of the partnerships that have been built
over our first two years of
operation and how they have
empowered us to continue
and improve our work.
• Promoting the dialogue
on giving: JustChange’s
traditional and social media
exposure has allowed us to
contribute to the dialogue
on giving and new models of
philanthropy.
• JustChange as a personal
and professional development process: As board
members, we are grateful for
what we have learned and for
the personal and professional development this organization has provided.
• Looking forward: This
section highlights some key
lessons learned, reflects on
our past experiences, and
discusses our plans for the
future.
• Grantee Impact Portfolios
(Appendix): This appendix
collects the individual profiles
developed with our grantees regarding JustChange’s
impact on their projects.
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impact Themes
This report describes the impact of JustChange Ottawa’s grants. We do, however, recognize that attribution of
success is complicated and that these outcomes have not been realized in isolation. We are grateful for our
grantees’ commitment and hard work and for the support provided by other partners to accelerate these ideas.
From 2012 to 2014, JustChange Ottawa awarded 12 grants through a regular granting cycle, as well as an additional
grant, an anonymous donation from an outside funder, provided to celebrate our 10th grant in July 2014.
Each grantee has been very important to us and we have been following their progress through social media and
personal conversations. Although JustChange grantees are not required to report on how they use the grant or
their impact, many have been pleased and eager to share updates. The results of our outreach are attached in the
Appendix.
We have consistently seen acceleration in the projects we fund. While each grantee is unique, we have found that
their projects’ acceleration has come from recurring sources: generally, the grants help take initiatives to the “next
level” of operation by enabling investment in capital assets, developing a cause’s community of interest, enlarging
client and stakeholder networks, reinforcing confidence in the original idea, and providing flexibility when accessing
funds.

Investment in Assets (goods to do good)

JustChange’s grants have been used to invest in physical assets making projects more sustainable and attracting
new participants.
For example, the Compass Centre for Self-Directed Learning is an alternative to the current school system for those
who do not thrive in a traditional high school setting. The JustChange grant was used to renovate two rooms: a
quiet room for students to think, read, and study and a modified common room, which includes whiteboards and
other collaborative tools and acts as a creative hub. Every design decision was made in consultation with students,
increasing their ownership of the space.
Meanwhile, Dirty Duck Soap used their grant to leverage additional funding and to invest in a new offshoot of the initiative – beekeeping. The Dirty Duck Soap team bought suits, bee colonies, and materials to build the beehives. They
aim to harvest propolis, beeswax, and honey. The honey will be sold at the gourmet food store run by the Algonquin’s
School of Hospitality and Tourism’s culinary department, while the beeswax will be turned into candles with the proceeds going back into the Algonquin College emergency student fund.

please Note
This report intends to describe impact of JustChange grants to the best of our ability. We recognize that attribution is challenging in complex
systems, and that JustChange’s impact may not have been realized in isolation. We are grateful to the support of other partners of our grantees
that enable their success
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Building Community (developing communities of interest around a cause)

JustChange grants enable grantees to reach new audiences, thus allowing them to build communities of interest
around their cause. Many of our grantees were previously unfunded and dependent on volunteers, which limited their
capacity to share their ideas and affect interested or needy communities.
For example, the GottaGo! campaign used their grant to hire a website developer to set up www.ottawapublictoilets.
ca, which provides current campaign information, with the goal of maintaining the website themselves with minimal
assistance in the long run. This allows them to scale up their community outreach efforts.
Our first grantee, Sisters Achieving Excellence – a program that empowers young, at-risk women by teaching literacy
and vocational skills – used their grant to train additional volunteers and build new partnerships with transition houses and recovery centers in Ottawa. They were also able to develop a new website to recruit volunteers and highlight
their donors’ support.
For many grantees, however, enlarging their community and networks has been an indirect result of the grant. The
funding award is announced by JustChange Ottawa with a blog post and recognized at the public JustDrinks events.
In addition to our social media announcements, some of our grantees receive additional media coverage from local
news organizations. The additional communication helps the initiatives generate more support, increase attendance
at their own events, and spread awareness about their ideas and causes.

Power of Networks (growing networks and securing clients)

The power of networks is not directly linked with our financial contribution, but more so with our in-kind support, as
well as access to board members’ networks. JustChange Ottawa has connected grantees with designers, traditional
media, social media specialists, and others to help support their ideas.
For example, at a JustDrinks event, the Ottawa Sustainability Tour’s founder and lead Jim Birtch was introduced to
founders from Gemagram, a technology startup offering an online platform through which users attach photos, videos, and text to places that matter to them. As a result of this connection, Gemagram’s first beta version featured the
Ottawa Sustainability Tour, giving participants an opportunity to share their experiences digitally via this platform.
In addition, our board members have provided grantees with in-kind support to help build their capacity and reach,
taking their initiative to the next level. From being purely a sounding board to providing specialist expertise, our
board members have shared advice and professional skills to support grantees’ causes.

Pat on The Back (confidence as an accelerator)

JustChange grants provide acknowledgement and increase the legitimacy of our grantees’ ideas by signalling their
importance to the community. Most of the initiatives that we support are either small, at their inception, and/or not
eligible for other types of funding. While the grants are often too small to fulfill many of a grantee’s financial needs, it
does give them a “pat on the back” and an extra vote of confidence to encourage continued implementation of their
idea.
For example, the founder of the Compass Centre for Self-Directed Learning mentioned that the grant meant so much
more to them than money received from a charity or a non-profit, because they got to personally meet those that
supported their organization.
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The GottaGo! organizer placed similar importance on the recognition and support from our board members: “The
JustChange Ottawa award made a huge difference for us…it gave us the confidence to really do it.”
Finally, Ottawa123, which supports ranked choice voting in municipal elections, mentioned that one of the impacts
of their grant was a sense of increased legitimacy. Ottawa123 had previously been seen as a fringe organization,
but the grant signalled to the community their current and potential value, which opened doors to other interested
groups in the community.

Flexibility (meeting the needs of here and now)

As their projects are innovative, often in their start-up phase, our grantees are constantly learning, evolving, and discovering new ways to structure their initiative or to reach their target communities. Many indicate that the flexibility
of the JustChange grant was crucial in allowing their organization to experiment and pivot at its early stages.
For example, Bibz Games initially applied for the grant to purchase laptops for participants using their training
program. However, after consulting with their target demographic, the team learned that almost all likely participants
already had access to laptops. Thus, the funds were more productively used to secure physical space, cover transportation costs, and pay for background checks for the staff. The flexibility of the JustChange grant allowed them to
do this without the need to reapply and delay their project.
Another initiative, Ask Women Anything, shortly after receiving their grant, took a step back to examine their approach to community outreach after a particularly low-turn-out event. The grant’s flexibility meant that they were
under no pressure to spend the funds by a specific time or in specific way. Amanda Parriag, President of Ask Women
Anything’s parent organization Média Action Media, expressed her appreciation of the post-grant support provided
by one of our board members, who “didn’t put any pressure on us to succeed perfectly, was very understanding and
offered concrete solutions from her own experience that we were able to put into action.”
Although our grants are provided for a specific purpose, we support the whole project to which we donate and trust
our grantees to know how best to invest the funds.
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Partnerships
Since its founding, JustChange Ottawa has built partnerships to amplify our impact, including the University of Ottawa’s E=mc2 project, Hub Ottawa, and the Centre for Innovative Social Enterprise Development.

University of Ottawa’s E=mc2 Project

JustChange Ottawa initially partnered with the University of Ottawa’s E=mc2 project, which helps caring Canadians
build stronger communities, to do the following:
• Build a collaborative relationship between the University and JustChange Ottawa;
• Mobilize and supplement existing data to provide an alternate viewpoint on how volunteering and giving takes
place among millennials;
• Create knowledge products that are useful for JustChange and the wider philanthropic community;
• Contribute to the public awareness of giving circles and alternate forms of giving;
• Support our effort to expand their giving circle model; and
• Contribute to an increase in giving among millennials.
In addition, the E=mc2 project has helped us understand our own reasons for starting or joining JustChange Ottawa, the challenges we have encountered, the ways in which we operate, and our individual and collective goals for
community engagement. This insightful information has led to a better appreciation for the complexities faced by
organizations operating on a consensus basis and is being combined with other data sources to create and develop
a variety of knowledge products, such as infographics, workshops, an organizational start-up manual, a survey of
millennials, and a number of articles and presentations. These products seek to describe why and how millennials
give to improve charitable organizations’ work and efficiency in the future.

Hub Ottawa

Within its first year, JustChange Ottawa partnered with Hub Ottawa, a coworking community optimized for people,
projects, and organizations working to better the world. This partnership has provided a free, no-strings-attached
three-month Hub membership to JustChange grantees and two selected applicants from each giving round. This
membership provides access to the Hub’s workspace, professional development opportunities, and a community
within which members can collaborate to further their initiatives. As is shown in the Impact Profiles, many grantees
have found these memberships to be a helpful step in the acceleration of their project.

Centre for Innovative Social Enterprise Development

JustChange Ottawa has also partnered with the Centre for Innovative Social Enterprise Development (CISED), which
provides technical assistance and support to enterprises and businesses with a social purpose. This partnership
gives grantees a free expert coaching session to help in the early stages of business and project development,
including aid with market research, business ideation, and feasibility assessments.
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A Voice in the Dialogue

Spreading the word to promote giving & community engagement
JustChange in the Media

The media interest in JustChange Ottawa has helped promote giving and community engagement to a local, yet
wide, audience. We are thankful for these opportunities and continue to seek more effective ways of promoting this
dialogue through these media appearances. From 2012 to 2014, we have been featured in:

10
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JustChange Social Media Channels

Social media allows us to engage with various stakeholders, promote our model, and connect with potential grantees. We are thrilled with the amount of engagement we have been able to build, and look forward to continued
interaction and dialogue with our community through social media as well as other means. Here is a snapshot of our
social media outreach as of December 2014:

Facebook

520 likes
Sept.
2013

Jan.
2014

May.
2014

Sept.
2014

Twitter

2927 followers
916 Tweets
1000 avg impressions per day
12

Dec.
2014

JustDrinks Registrations

JustDrinks events occur after each grant has been awarded and are open to the whole community. During these
events, we meet our grantees and give them an opportunity to introduce their initiative to the community. Since our
inception, we have hosted 12 JustDrinks events, which
have been attended by over 300 people (an average of 25
people per event).

Mailing List

Through our mailing list, we communicate with our
supporters, having thus far sent 42 emails announcing
our grantees, promoting their great ideas, and inviting
the community to apply for the next granting cycle and to
attend JustDrinks events. By December 2014, our subscriber list had grown to over 560+ people, with an open
and click rate 3 times the industry standard.
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Personal and Professional Development
Aside from the impact of the microgrants, we, the board members, have found that JustChange provide us with
strong personal and professional development opportunities. We have learned and grown with this organization
and are grateful for this experience, which has resulted from funding, connecting, and supporting great ideas in our
community.
Here are some examples of the personal impact JustChange has provided us:

JustChange has given
me an outlet to
collaborate with
people with different
life experiences. The
opportunity to use
your brain in new
ways and allow others
to open your eyes to
different perspectives
is not always there
for you at work. But
JustChange has been
a safe and rewarding
space to explore
new ideas and share
your feelings with
others. It's been a
forum where I feel
comfortable laughing,
crying, and arguing
with people I love and
respect. It's been a
way to give back to
my community and
have fun along the
way.
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JustChange has empowered me to directly influence the
change I want to see in my community. Overnight, I went
from a community bystander to a community member
giving great ideas a push towards materializing.

JustChange offered
an opportunity to
change the way that
I contributed to the
community. What
I viewed as kind of
boring beforehand
actually became
something interesting
and empowering. It
becomes way more
fulfilling than volunteer
work has been.

JustChange has developed
in me personal momentum
to care for my community.
When I say momentum,
I mean I have developed
personal habits in
community investment and
volunteering, that continue to
grow to this day.

JustChange has impacted me most by constantly putting me
in situations where I get to learn by doing. New challenges and
opportunities arise all the time. We don't always have experience
managing these but we roll up our sleeves and with the support of
11 other creative people, we figure it out. Mastering a new challenge
is a confidence booster that has had a positive influence on both my
professional and personal life.

JustChange has helped
me build trust and social
capital with 11 friends
who are all now treated like family. I seek
their advice on a range
of different issues, of
which they are accessible and quick on the
turnaround. I feel a
sense of confidence in
taking on new challenges knowing that I have a
network to reach out to
in case there are issues
I am unfamiliar with or
need to connect with
certain people. JustChange has connected
me to Ottawa in a way
that made me appreciate this city in ways that
never would have occurred without my experiences with this group
of amazing people.

The best part is that I made an amazing
group of friends that will last a lifetime in the
process.
This process allows us to learn a little more
about different issues and really spend time
thinking about what it is, and how we can help.
JustChange definitely has given me a forum
to explore social and environmental issues.
JustChange has opened my eyes up to areas
of giving that I didn’t formerly think about as
charitable giving.
This experience was fundamentally different. It
wasn't about fulfilling a role in a community, it was
about being part of MY community.

JustChange has allowed me to build professional and personal relationships with some of the most
thoughtful, sincere, and caring individuals I have ever met. I feel fortunate to have met them and
privileged to be engaging in debates regularly, about how we want to spend our money as well as
other things on our minds. Spending time with JustChangers feeds my soul and I often leave feeling
inspired and hopeful about the world.
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Looking forward
In writing this impact report, we have reflected on our microgranting process.
Although the path was not always easy, we know that it was essential to learning and finding the most effective solutions in complex human systems that
are at the core of social and environmental change.
In addition to sharing our grantees’ stories, we have used this process to
gather feedback on JustChange itself. We greatly appreciate the input from
our grantees and community stakeholders and continue to implement improvements, including increasing accessibility for JustDrinks, developing a
handbook/introduction package for our grantees, and providing examples of
our past grantees for applicants to better understand the types of projects we
seek to fund.
Building on our presence in Ottawa – and our pilot expansion in St John’s – we
plan to roll out more chapters across Canada in the near future. We also seek
to leverage the JustChange model within other institutions to engage people
in new methods of philanthropy. Our experience thus far has reinforced our
belief that JustChange facilitates high levels of community engagement and
allows donors – of money and time – to create the impact what they want to
see in the world in a personal way. In years to come we are excited to promote
this unique model for social and environmental change.
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Sisters Achieving Excellence
Funded December 2012

Sisters Achieving Excellence (SAE) was awarded JustChange’s inaugural microgrant in December 2012. SAE provides literacy,
leadership and employability training to young women at risk of becoming in conflict with the law in the Ottawa area.

The problem

Sisters Achieving Excellence was founded by Bailey Reid when she was 24 years old and noticed that as a young women, she
was being flooded with media about what she needed to look like and how to act. It struck Bailey that indigenous women are
vastly over-represented in the criminal justice system, yet under-represented as leaders. The majority of women have experienced abuse or exploitation, and vast majority of these women need literacy training.
SAE recognizes that illiteracy is a primary risk factor for criminality and that young women who have chosen criminality in the
past can choose a positive path once they are educated and empowered. These youth can feel powerless because they cannot
read or write, and their sense of inadequacy may be heightened from histories of abuse, exploitation, mental health issues and
inequality.

SAE’s approach

To address these challenges, Sisters Achieving Excellence works with at-risk young women to facilitate learning of literacy
skills, job skills, and leadership skills. These skills are designed to assist students of the SAE program with finding employment
in the future and becoming strong leaders in their community. The goal is to empower them through literacy and vocational
skills in order to leave poverty and give them an opportunity for transcendence.
In a SAE classroom, tutors and youth (ages 16-35) work together in small groups for two hours a week with the support of a
program coordinator. SAE learning materials provide opportunities for mentoring and positive life choices by having an ethics
theme in the content design. This allows mentors to address key moral challenges and issues the students may face.

Impact of JustChange grant

SAE was awarded the JustChange grant at the point of their development where they were just starting to hit a tipping point of
success, and “$1000 was an amazing amount of money for what we do”, says Bailey Reid, Founder and Executive Director of
SAE. With this funding, they were able to train 20 volunteers to provide young women with one-on-one support. This additional
group of trained volunteers helped the program to expand to Vesta Women’s Recovery Centre in addition to their previous work
with the Tewegan Transition House and the Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa. They were also able to develop a new website in
order to recruit volunteers and highlight support of their donors.
The expanded volunteer base allowed Bailey to do more than hands-on tutoring. With this new breathing room, Bailey spent
some time exploring other projects towards the mission such as the Transcendence Workbook. The Transcendence Workbook
allows women in the program to move beyond the labels they often put on themselves and be inspired to do anything that they
want to do. The Workbook offers the tools and inspiration they need to succeed; it helps the participant identify their strengths,
obstacles, things that they can change and what may be out of their control; then, it guides them through a goal-setting process and identification of role models in their life to look up to and build traits that they have. By the end of the workbook, the
participant makes a commitment that she is going to be a role model for others.
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Progress & Update

Since the grant in December 2012, Sisters Achieving Excellence has continued to grow and thrive as a passion-driven
organization. The organization has continued to provide individualized support with literacy, vocational, and leadership
training that is accessible and challenging for each student. They have over 90% attendance rate for their programs,
which is very high for the population they work with and the numerous challenges the young women face.
The Transcendence Project – based on the Transcendence Workbook – has garnered lots of interest and success. The
workbook is now being used to train people to do SAE programming in prisons in Kitchener and Cambridge provincial
jails in Ontario. There has also been interest from the government to scale this program province-wide. The structure of
the Transcendence Project also allows the organization to scale and continue its work and multiply its impact. Instead
of being limited by time constraints of the Executive Director to physically train new volunteers, the Transcendence
workbook serves as a training tool for volunteers to adopt the methodology and run programs.

Theory of changE

The following graphic outlines the logic model for SAE’s theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

• Volunteer time
• Management time
• Teaching materials (printing,
other learning props)

Outputs

• Develop curriculum and learning materials

• Training sessions for youth
participants

• Recruit, train, and coordinate
volunteers

• Learning materials

• Build partnerships with organizations to connect with target
population

• Understanding of working with
at-risk population

Outcomes
• Improved literacy skills
• Decreased rates of re-offending
• Increased rates of community
leadership among target population

Impact
• At-risk women change from feeling powerless to being inspired to
be positive role models for younger
girls
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Bumbrellas at EcoEquitable
Funded February 2013

The idea for the Bumbrellas project was born when their founder, Mahalia Majdoub, spotted the JustChange request for proposals and set a goal to design an impactful project that might qualify for the microgrant. Mahalia was a graduate of the “Sewing for Jobs” program at EcoEquitable, a registered Canadian charity that provides temporary employment and skills development training through small-scale textile recycling as well as sewing lessons for the public as part of their social enterprise
model. Struck by the volume of lost and disposed umbrellas at the OC transpo lost and found – a neighbour of EcoEquitable –
Mahalia applied her skills and creativity to design, produce, and sell eco-friendly bike seat covers that furthered EcoEquitable’s

The problem

New Canadians, and especially women immigrants, experience significant barriers to finding employment and participating in
Canadian society. There is a need for training and employment opportunities for women caring for children at home that can
motivate and train women to surpass the minimum income needed to cover life’s necessities, and the life tools they need to
fulfill their dreams and ambitions.

EcoEquitable’s approach

EcoEcquitable’s approach is to improve the lives of immigrant, refugee and marginalized women by providing training and employment opportunities in sewing, while greening our economy through the recuperation of textile waste.
Bumbrella was developed with the vision of becoming EcoEquitable’s signature innovative product for Spring 2013. The project
utilized recycled vinyl banners and umbrella fabric to create bicycle seats sold to generate revenue for EcoEquitable, while
helping establish EcoEcquitable’s line of eco fashion products and build the new face of EcoEquitable in the lead up to their
relocation in Vanier. The product itself also addressed a need for a fashionable, sustainably made bicycle cover for bike seats,
as an alternative to covering the seat with a plastic grocery bag in the rain.

Impact of JustChange grant

Mahalia described the JustChange request for proposal as an impetus for the Bumbrellas idea and project. Mahalia recalls the
steps shortly after finding out about the potential grant opportunity: “I spent an evening with a glass of red wine and just let my
creativity flow. I just kept thinking. We have boxes and boxes of recycled umbrella fabric, why don’t we make bike seat covers?
That way on those rainy days we wouldn’t have wet seats. Well low and behold, Tara Templin, Director at Eco Equitable, thought
it was genius! And so did the JustChange organization because next thing I knew I was the recipient of their second JustChange grant. If it wasn’t for the JustChange grant, I may not even have had the opportunity to put the idea out there.”
The $1000 from JustChange was used as seed funding to cover the upfront labour costs to produce the Bumbrellas to make
the project possible. In turn, with support from the EcoEquitable management team, the project provided additional paid employment for women in EcoEquitable’s target population.
Mahalia also spoke highly of her time at the Hub, which was included as part of the grant package. “The month at the Hub was
very useful…it helped facilitate conversations with members of the JustChange group, bounce ideas with other people etc…that
was really helpful in the whole execution of the project,” says Mahalia. She also described the JustChange event as “a great
way to meet young people in the Ottawa region who are making changes. I spent the JustDrinks evening inspired and overwhelmed by all those who thought my idea was great and wanted to help and support me in anyway possible.”
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Progress and update

Over 100 Bumbrellas were produced within the first two months of project launch, and in total about 200 Bumbrellas have been
produced to-date. Mahalia was inspired by her experience and soon after enrolled in a fashion designer program in Toronto. Unfortunately, while the Bumbrella idea had some initial traction there was no clear champion to take the prototype to a successful business. While EcoEquitable has experience in making products, it had a limited sales and marketing function; they did not
have an online selling ability at the time or the professional photography to gain further momentum about the project.
Today, EcoEquitable is in the process of designing a new line of products, called Flagbearer, from the recycled banner materials
inspired from the Bumbrellas project, which will also ultimately help to pursue EcoEquitable’s mission of providing opportunity
for marginalized populations.

Theory of changE

Bumbrellas was designed to further EcoEquitable’s mission of providing a bridge to social and economic integration for people
in need, especially immigrant women, while greening the community.

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

•Recycled vinyl and umbrellas

•Design Bumbrella product

•Bumbrellas produced

•Time and effort in developing
Bumbrella product

•Collect recycled materials for
Bumbrella

•Wages earned by participating
women at EcoEquitable

•Management support from
Bumbrella staff

•Train women the skills and techniques to produce Bumbrella

•Additional product line for
EcoEquitable

•Seed financing for Bumbrellas to
pay for labour before Bumbrellas
are sold

•Market Bumbrella product to
customers, including attending
fairs and other promotional
efforts

Outcomes
•Expanded resources for EcoEquitable to pursue mission from
increased revenues
•Increased employment opportunities for women in EcoEquitable’s
target population

Impact
•Strengthening the bridge to social
and economic integration for
people in need, specially immigrant women, while greening the
community
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Bibz Youth Employment Program
Funded April 2013

The Bibz Youth Employment Program was spearheaded by two young social entrepreneurs, David Rust-Smith and Nick Breen,
who applied to the JustChange grant in their pursuit to address employment and computer literacy for youth from low-income
families, and to help close the gender gap in the tech sector.

The problem

Computer literacy and software skills are some of the most critical skills in today’s job market. For every 7 job openings in
software development in GTA there is only one qualified candidate. In Ottawa, according to local non-profit Computers for Communities, there are 56,000 households in Ottawa without access to a computer. There is a large gap in training and access to
hardware for youth from low-income families. There is also a gender imbalance in the field. According to a 2011-2012 study by
the Computer Research Association only 13% of Computer Science university undergrads are women, and according to Forbes
only 20% of employees in the tech sector are women.

Bibz’s approach

David and Nick were looking to start a social enterprise that teaches youth how to build videogames and websites, gives them
the hardware to do it, and pays them to work with these skills. The plan was to start with videogames to attract youth and then
transition to website skills for better employability. The program would generate revenue through Bibz birthday parties, where
a youth and a mentor will entertain kids with a video game building activity. Specific skills taught include Wordpress website
creation, and 2D art creation.
Unlike existing alternatives such as video game building camps that cost youth $200-300/week or volunteer based programs,
Bibz’s model paid the participating youths at approximately $50-70 for a 2 hour birthday party. The goal was to build a self-sustaining program that pay youth to learn and practice employable tech skills.
Bibz had a mandate of at least 50% girls in the program to help tackle the digital divide in gender. This was designed to serve
two purposes: to prevent girls in the program from feeling like computer science is a boys club, and to allow them be role models to younger girls whose birthday parties they entertain at.
The outreach efforts was thoughtful to not explicit label the targeting of low income youth, as David and Nick felt that many
youth programs constantly label the youth as different, and that this behaviour reinforces “low income” stigmas that they have
dealt with throughout their lives.

Impact of JustChange grant

As with many entrepreneurial ventures, things don’t always go as planned. The initial proposal for the JustChange grant was
to purchase laptops for the participants to use in their training program, but after eventually connecting with youths in their
target markets, the team learned that almost all of the likely participants already had access to laptops. In the end, the funds
were used to secure physical space, cover transportation costs, and pay for background checks for the participants youths.
The background checks were necessary for the youths to work with young children at the birthday parties, and could also allow
the youths access to other programs in the future. The $1000 grant alleviated some of the pressures related to fundraising and
allowed the team to focus on content and building the program. Since the JustChange money was not restricted to any specific
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use, the Bibz team was able to apply the funds accordingly as their situation evolved. The marketing and community support as
a JustChange grantee also helped the program gather traction. The following offer some testimonials from Bibz participants:
“I am so grateful for the experiences I obtained at Bibz. I truly miss it. What I learnt through Bibz was very helpful.” - BIbz youth
employment program participant
“[David and Nick] really inspired me with [their] originality, resourcefulness, and entrepreneurial skills and ideas, and if I manage to
start anything in the future remotely like Bibz it will have been inspired by [them]. I definitely think that for youth, the best way to
get them active and wanting to start something of their own is to have role models like these.” - Bibz youth employment program
participant

Progress and update

The program was a big success for the youths that participated. The Bibz team held four workshops on making video games
and a Wordpress website, and each youth worked at 2-3 birthday parties, generating $60 of income for themselves at each
party. The participants also left the program with technical skills that can be easily applied to future paid work. While it was
challenging to sell an indoor birthday party in the summer, the team persevered and used creative marketing to generate interest for a number of Bibz birthday parties.
After the summer, the co-founders relocated to different cities to pursue other endeavours. A number of challenges prevented
the program from continuing, including the difficulties with securing a successor, and the youths’ changing schedule upon
returning to school. Many had a busy schedule and academic pressure as they were heading into Grade 12.

Theory of change

The following graphic outlines the logic model for Bibz’s theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

•Teaching time of qualified trainers

Outputs

•Technical equipment (e.g. laptops)

•Training workshops for youths
on building video games

•Training sessions for youth
participants

•Space for training and birthday
parties

•Market Bibz birthday parties to
generate demand

•Marketing materials (e.g. printing
and ads)

•Organize birthday parties for
kids and hire trained youths to
work in hosting the party

•Bibz birthday parties with paid
work opportunities for participating youths

•Research and risk management
insurance

Outcomes

Impact

•Improved employable tech skills
for participating low-income youths

•Dispel perception of computing
science as a boys club

•Earned income for participating
youths by working at birthday
parties

•Create role models of young women in leadership roles in technology

•Experience for participating
youths in applying employable tech
skills

•Encourage use of computing
science skills for enterprising
endeavors

Ottawa Sustainability Tour
Funded June 2013

In 2013, the Ottawa Biosphere Eco-City Council started the Ottawa Sustainability Tour, a self-guided tour of Ottawa to guide
residents and visitors to sites that illustrate themes of sustainability. They applied for a JustChange grant to secure the funding
necessary to develop the materials for the tour.

The problem

Many people see sustainability as complicated, and beyond their understanding and abilities. As a result, they may leave it up
to experts, instead of learning about opportunities to contribute through their own lives and choices. When individuals and
organizations understand that sustainability relates to their own city, neighbourhood, and choices, this can often lead to a
stronger incentive for them to get involved with sustainability.

OBEC’s approach

The Ottawa Biosphere Eco-City Council (OBEC) works to achieve sustainability in partnership with stakeholders by sharing
ideas, knowledge, and experience. The project that the OBEC was looking for JustChange to support was the Ottawa Sustainability Tour, a self-guided tour of Ottawa to guide residents and visitors to sites that illustrate themes of sustainability.
The premise is that concrete examples serve as a great way to teach sustainability, and the tour can inspire people to try new
things in their own lives and build sustainability from the bottom up. The self-guided tour would contribute as part of Ottawa’s
recreation and tourism offering, showcasing Ottawa as a city of innovation for sustainability and providing lessons in a fun way
for years to come.
The tour revolves around 10 themes that encompass key action areas for sustainability – transportation, energy, design, habitat, food, natural capital, waste, health, recreation, sense of place; themes are intended to make sustainability more concrete
and allow people to visualize what they might do. Featured sites would span across management by various sectors, including
business, government, education and community groups. The tour highlights successful initiatives for public good, such as a
children’s garden, wildlife in the city, an urban sugar bush, a playground for children of all abilities, a LEED Platinum building
that houses “green” construction courses, and North America’s largest sustainability department store. The bicycle route also
highlights Ottawa’s reputation as a cycling destination.
The tour book would serve as a sustainability primer for future reference, and can facilitate a tour that may exist for years to
come. Visitors may also take the idea back home and export the model to other cities.

Impact of JustChange grant

The grant from JustChange allowed for the production of durable plastic signs for the 10 sites, produced by a local firm in
colour with bilingual descriptions that highlight the name of the tour site plus a short explanation and a representative picture.
These signs were on full display at the sites at the launch event in September 2013.
In addition, at the JustDrinks event celebrating the grant, the Tour’s founder and lead Jim Birtch was introduced to founders from
Gemagram, a technology start up offering an online platform that allows users to attach photos, videos, and text to places that matter
to them. As a result of this connection, Gemagram’s first beta version was released featuring the Ottawa Sustainability Tour.
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Progress and update

The Ottawa Sustainability Tour had a successful launch event that included appearances from the mayor and local councilor.
The site signs funded by JustChange were made and used for display at City Hall, then at the sites on the launch day. While the
signs were made with durable aluminum material and can be used as a permanent fixture, none of them have been put up as a
permanent sign to date. While the representatives from the sites indicated that they were happy with the signs, putting them up
on a permanent basis seems to have faced bureaucratic obstacles.
The Ottawa Sustainability Tour project also received funding from IBM to print 1200 tour books, the majority of which have
been distributed to allow visitors and residents to take the self-guided tour. In addition, the tour organizers have also taken
delegates from an international conference on water, informatics, science and environment – with representatives from over 25
countries – on the tour, covering 8 of the 10 sites.
In future, the project team is looking to edit and share a manual with other cities so that they can develop their own sustainability tour for their community. There is also discussion of developing tours based on specific sustainability themes, to explore
these themes in more detail.

Theory of change

The Ottawa Sustainability Tour was designed to inspire people to incorporate more sustainability practices in their own lives by
learning about sustainability projects in the Ottawa community.

Inputs

Activities

• Volunteer time to research ideas
for the tour

Outputs

• Building partnerships with
organizations and places to be
featured on the tour

• Volunteer time to develop partnerships with tour sites

• Sustainability Tour books developed, printed, distributed
• PDF of Sustainability Tour Book
on OBEC website for download

• Writing and design of tour books

• Writing and gathering pictures
for the self-guided tour book

• Printing of tour books

• Plan launch event

• Launch event for Ottawa Sustainability Tour

• Marketing and promotions
(earned media, social media,
signs)

• Develop signs for the tour

• Signs highlight Sustainability
Tour spots

Outcomes
• Improved understanding of how
sustainability is incorporated in
various organizations and places
in Ottawa
• Ongoing recreation and tourism
offering that emphasizes sustainability
• Other cities are inspired by this
model and look to develop their
own Sustainability Tour

Impact
• Individuals no longer see sustainability as complicated or beyond
their own understand and capabilities; they have a stronger incentive
to get involved with sustainability
and adjust their choices as they
have a better understanding of how
sustainability relates to their won
neighbourhood and city
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CigBins
Funded August 2013

Founded by students from the University of Ottawa, CigBins is a cigarette butt collection and recycling service that has diverted
over 145,000 cigarette butts off city streets and generated over $73,200 in revenue to date. The JustChange grant was used to
build the prototype of the model in the early days of the social enterprise.

The problem

CigBins was formed to tackle the issue of cigarette butt waste across the city of Ottawa. Cigarette butts are the number one
piece of litter found across city streets, beaches and parks and account for 37% of the world’s visible litter. While cigarette
butts may seem biodegradable, this is not the case as cigarette butts have cellulose acetate in them, which means they are
non-biodegradable. There are many other issues associated with cigarette butt litter, which include endangering animals, poor
city aesthetics, storm water pollution, fires and cost of cleanup. Though there are already cigarette disposal units in the city,
these cigarette butts get thrown into landfills, which causes a negative environmental impact. Cigarette butts can be recycled
into different materials so that they are not being taken to landfills.

CigBins’ approach

To solve this problem, the CigBins team came together to create an innovative cigarette butt disposal unit that appeals to both
smokers and property owners. . The cigarette butts collected would not just be thrown out, but recycled. Instead of simply being added to the garbage collection, collected cigarette butts would be recycled into plastic pellets which are used for industrial
products.
The plan was to create relationships with the City as well as private establishments in order to have the receptacles in as many
locations as possible. There were also plans to operate a pop-up tent, to allow for a buy-back program for consumers as an
incentive to collect cigarette butts.
Human beings are curious creatures. Rather than trying to motivate teenagers with control and external rewards, Compass
Teens support their basic, intrinsic, and human drive to learn and grow. When obstacles – internal or external – have gotten in
the way of this intrinsic drive, Compass focuses on helping teenagers overcome or remove these obstacles. Compass empowers teenagers to rediscover their innate desire to learn and explore self-identity to uncover their current interests and goals.
Through directing their own education, students develop self-knowledge and experience in discovering their passion in order to
dictate their own future.

Impact of JustChange grant

As proposed in their grant application, the CigBins team used the $1000 grant from JustChange to create the prototype for the
bin to launch a trial run of the program in downtown Ottawa. The prototype was a great success, and allowed the team to find
out what works and does not work.
“The startup operations funding was one of the two main ways that JustChange impacted us”, said Kathleen Kemp, Co-founder
of CigBins. “The other was the credibility that we got – this grant validated our business model and allowed us and others to
believe in the business model to move forward with the idea”, she told us.
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Progress and update

Today, there are over 30 CigBins around the city, and they are currently working on expanding outside of Ottawa to other geographies. To date, the project has diverted 145,000+ cigarette butts off city streets and generated $73,200 in revenue.
Aside from making the city cleaner, CigBins is also providing employment opportunities for a marginalized population. Specifically, the group partners with Causeway Work Centre to recruit and hire individuals with mental illnesses to fulfill their servicing
contracts. Customers – businesses that pay for the CigBin services – are happy with the service, and smokers are appreciating having a place to recycle their butts as well. In speaking with Kathleen, she shared that current customers are wanting to
engage more, and new customers are coming on board all the time. The project has also gained interest and support from city
councillors and other elected representatives.
The project has also garnered recognition and other support at a national level since the JustChange grant. CigBins was
featured as one of the key projects of Enactus uOttawa – the student group that the project emerged from – in their annual national Enactus competition, where Enactus uOttawa took first place. This is a fiercely competitive position, with over 50 student
steams across Canada showcasing their projects that used business for social good. While a different university had taken
first place for the past few years, Enactus uOttawa was victorious this year with projects like CigBins and will be representing
Canada in the Enactus World Cup in South Africa.
CigBins has also earned numerous media coverage locally and nationally over the last year, and also received further grants
and awards from the West Nicol Competition, as well as the Ontario government. Looking into future expansion, the team has
piloted the project in Toronto, and is also looking at expanding into cities in Quebec in the near future.

Theory of change

By creating a receptacle that will be easy to use and easy to understand, Cigbin allows for an environmentally friendly disposal
option for smokers. The business model is also designed to create a social impact through creation of employment opportunities for individuals with a mental illness.

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

•Design protoype of bin

•Design expertise
•Materials for bin
•Marketing materials and human
resources to build partnerships
and promote the bin

•Produce cigbins for use in the city

•Bins produced and placed
around the city

•Buildng partnerships with businesses and other organizations

•Partnerships with businesses
secured

•Promote use of cigbins by smokers

•Employment opportunities
created for those with mental
iillnesses

•Recruit and build team for operations

Outcomes
•Fewer cigarette butt litter on
streets of Ottawa
•Cigarette butts recycled for future
use
•Meaningful jobs for those with
mental illnesses

Impact
•Greener and cleaner Ottawa
•Meaningful employment opportunities for those with mental
illnesses, which leads to decreased
stigma and increased quality of life
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Compass Centre for Self-Directed Learning
Funded October 2013

The problem

Compass Centre for Self-Directed Learning was created as an alternative to the current school system. Traditional schooling is
based on a 19th century, industrial model of education and was designed to meet the workforce needs of that era. Cultivating
obedience and the ability to sit still for long periods were among the priorities of those designing the system of education in
both Canada and the United States. Some young people have a difficult time fitting into the mold due to a variety of reasons
ranging from learning disabilities to ADHD to an active body or mind to simply not functioning well in the school environment.
Compass aims to provide an alternative for those teens who are dissatisfied with their school experience - for whatever reason.
In addition, the education that young people can seek out at Compass is more in keeping with both current brain research on
both how we learn and what motivates us to learn, as well as trends in what qualities will be needed in the workforce of the
future.
Many young people who are dissatisfied with their school experience remain because they believe that leaving school will rule
out or diminish the possibility of a successful future. Compass advocates that young people can achieve a meaningful and
successful adulthood without going to school. School success or failure is not necessarily a predictor of a child’s potential for
success or failure outside of school. An unmotivated student may become enthusiastic and committed after she’s left school.
A student who doesn’t thrive in a classroom environment may become successful when allowed to learn through apprenticeships or in one-on-one tutorials. Compass makes school optional, while empowering teens to receive a meaningful education.

Compass teen’s approach

Open to teens since January 2013, Compass provides an alternative model to education for those who weren’t thriving in the
traditional high school setting, and is already having a positive impact on its members. Based on the belief that “young people
want to learn”, Compass hopes to engage teens to be self-motivated when it comes to their education, and they’re the first
Centre of their kind in Ottawa and Canada.
Each teen meets regularly with the Centre’s co-directors to develop a customized curriculum that aligns with their short- and
long-term goals, and to follow up on progress; members are empowered to take control of their own education.
Human beings are curious creatures. We don’t have to persuade babies to be interested in the world and to seek competence
and understanding. The same is true of teenagers. Rather than trying to motivate teenagers with control and external rewards,
we support their basic, intrinsic, and human drive to learn and grow. When obstacles – internal or external – have gotten in the
way of this intrinsic drive, we focus on helping teenagers overcome or remove these obstacles. Compass empowers teenagers
to rediscover their innate desire to learn and explore self-identity to uncover their current interests and goals. Through directing
their own education, students develop self-knowledge and experience in discovering their passion in order to dictate their own
future.

Impact of JustChange grant

After the grant was awarded in December 2013, Compass had to reevaluate the space in which they were operating. The $1000
grant was budgeted towards a renovation of the space, and the decision to move or to remain in the existing space was necessary before the use of the grant. They were looking for a bigger space which they could grow into; however, the current space
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was the most adequate given their needs and a financial situation. Once they have decided that they should stay in the current
space, they have used the grant towards their original plan to redesign a classroom.
The project was implemented together with the students and an interior designer. First, the entire group brainstormed how
the space is going to be repurposed. They worked on two spaces:: a quiet room for students to think, reflect and study, and a
modified common room that includes whiteboards and other collaborative tools and acts as a creative hub. The room features
12 two square foot student paintings on the ceiling. All of the decisions were made together with the teens, which lead to their
increased ownership over the space.
The community also took part in the renovations of the space – parents and teen volunteers were there to help out – especially
with the more demanding tasks like removal of a wall. Additionally, Compass was able to divide the work into tangible school
projects, so the students were not only renovating but learning new skills.
The project was assigned to one of the board members and it was achieved in a period of 1.5 months. The project affected 22
members of Compass, board members, and 6-8 families were also actively involved. The total amount of people affected and
involved in the project is 45. There was also some interest from the community about the project.

Progress and update

Compass Centre for Self-Directed Learning is struggling financially. The Centre accepts all of the children, even if they are not
able to pay full fees. The employees are being paid less to be able to keep the Centre open. Compass is working to attract more
donors to be able to continue their operations. Donations, whether big or small, will go a long way to supporting teens in their
right to a personalized education.

Theory of Change

The following graphic outlines the logic model for Compass’ theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

•Learning space
•Alternative methods of teaching
•Teens that were not thriving in
the traditional school setting

Outputs

•Classes offered to harness
teens interests

•Teens are able to take classes
that interest them

•Developing self-directed curriculum

•A self-directed curriculum
tailored to teen’s needs

•Support and mentoring along
the process

Outcomes
•Students are supported in learning
what interests them
•Students develop self knowledge
and discover their passions

Impact
•Teens who were not thriving in
traditional school setting develop
skills, gain knowledge, and are
reintroduced to learning
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Accessibility For Humanity
Funded December 2013

Accessibility For Humanity (AFH) is a new grassroots organization founded by Chris Binkowski, who uses a power wheelchair
to get around the city and knows first hand what it means to not be able to enter a business. He is using AFH as a platform to
develop and implement solutions to address this issue.

The problem

There are many businesses in Ottawa that are inaccessibility for individuals in wheelchairs. Often, these are storefronts with
only one or two steps – however, that makes these places inaccessible to many people using a wheelchair or scooter. While
many businesses may have an alternate accessibility route such as a back entrance with a ramp or a portable ramp stored
inside, this is not always obvious to a mobility impaired person passing by.

Accessibility For Humanity’s approach

There are two main aspects to Accessibility For Humanity’s approach:
• For the businesses with just one or two steps, AFH planned to help businesses get an affordable ramp for their storefront or
office.
• AFH designed a sticker sign to be placed at the front entrance of their business to indicate that they offer alternate accessibility. The logo is iconic and reads “Ask For Our Access”. AFH also planned to create an online listing and map of accessible
businesses.
With both of these aspects, the core principle is to make it simple for businesses to implement accessible solutions that they
don’t have the time to research. AFH believes that fundamentally, every business wants to become accessible but the research
and cost needed often become obstacles to implementing solutions. AFH also believes that many businesses cannot build a
permanent ramp due to sidewalk or other building restrictions, but that a portable aluminum ramp may be a suitable solution.
AFH would also take time to research what low cost accessibility solutions exist and present it to businesses.
Once a business is accessible, the Ask For Our Access sign will help make a business’s accessibility known to the public. The
sign is designed to be easy to see for people with vision challenges; the hope is that the sign will become easily recognizable
once it is adopted by a critical mass of businesses.

Impact of JustChange grant

Chris Binkowski, founder and head of Accessibility For Humanity, describes JustChange as “the first organization to really
support the initiative.” When he applied for the grant, the plan was to use the $1000 towards incorporating the organization as
a non profit organization (and consulting lawyers as necessary), basic printing costs for signs and stickers, and to purchase
alumimum portable ramps to demonstrate to businesses. As a new volunteer-run initiative, the program has progressed slowly
and to date they still have some of the grant funding to be used at a future date.
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Progress and update

Since the JustChange grant, the organization has worked on setting up as a non-profit organization and basic infrastructure
such as a bank account. They have also learned about an organization in Toronto called Stop Gap that is undertaking similar
efforts, and are now meeting with the leaders from that organization to discuss potential collaborations. Stop Gap is looking to
bring their initiative to Ottawa in the near future; their model is based on organizing community ramp-building events to build
wooden ramps, with materials donated to the initiative at no cost; as a result, businesses can get these ramps for free as the
cost to produce them is minimal. Organizing a community ramp-building event is the next big priority for AFH, which also plans
to deliver stickers along with the completed ramps to businesses in the Ottawa area.

Theory of change

Accessibility For Humanity is dedicated to improving the quality of life and social outcomes for mobility-impaired citizens. The
following graphic outlines the logic model for Accessibility for Humanity’s theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

• Funding to lay foundation for new
organization (e.g. incorporation
costs, basic web design, etc)

• Secure resources (material and
human resources) to build portable
ramps

• Human resources to start and run
organization and implement programs

• Develop and distribute sticker signs

Outputs
• Portable ramps designed, produced,
and sold to Ottawa businesses
• Ask for Our Access signs produced
and put up at businesses with accessibility solutions

• Develop partnerships with businesses and sell portable ramps

Outcomes
• Citizens with mobility challenges
are more able to visit local and
restaurants regularly

Impact
• Increased participation of
mobility-impaired citizens from
many walks of life (e.g. seniors,
veterans, disabled individuals of
various ages)
• Increased business income and
improved economy
• Increased visibility and
participation also foster empathy
and understanding of these
marginalized groups
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Gotta go!
Funded February 2014

GottaGo! is an advocacy group working to increase the availability of public toilets in Ottawa. For a long time, this has been a
silent issue that has especially effected the elderly population; GottaGo! is working on promoting the dialogue on the issue and
advocating decision makers to include toilet facilities in their public space planning process.

The problem

Although there are a number of public toilet facilities in parks, libraries and other public buildings, they are not always open
when people need them. This is a problem for families with children, the disabled, the elderly, as well as pedestrians and cyclists.

Gotta Go!’s approach

GottaGo! is a citizen-driven group advocating the National Capital Commission and the City of Ottawa to change bylaws,
developer permits and urban land use and transportation plans to include open, accessible public toilets in all their plans, and
to renovate older facilities to include at least one unisex, direct access unit. The group’s main approach towards accomplishing
this goal is by making the serious need visible through a public campaign in the National Capital Region and by bringing key
decision-makers on side with the campaign.

Impact of JustChange grant

In their grant application, the GottaGo! group stated their plans to use the $1000 to hire a website developer to help them set
up ottawapublictoilets.ca to provide current information about the campaign, with the plan to maintain the website themselves
with minimal assistance afterwards. This was indeed followed through and completed with the grant funding, though GottaGo!’s organizers described JustChange’s impact to be beyond the funding for the website.
The JustChange grant was received just when the GottaGo! group was working on launching themselves as a team. Joan
Kuyek, one of the organizers from GottaGo!, described that the recognition and support from JustChange board members was
just as important as the funding, if not more. “The JustChange award made a huge difference for us…it gave us the confidence
to really do it,” says Joan, “JustChange board member Davis Carr also gave us some advice about our Facebook page and
helped give us confidence in our social media techniques, and other board members also introduced us to useful connections
that helped us gain our footing.” The JustChange group also contributed to spreading GottaGo!’s social media presence, by
tweeting it to their network and other groups.

Progress and update

Now over a year into the making, the GottaGo! group feels that they have been successful at creating a real public presence
around the issue of public toilets, and made it an issue that people are talking about. It is on the mind of the city council, the
transit commission, and the NCC. They have been building a network of key allies and endorsements, asking them to write to
their counselors about the issue. The group has also presented the issue during the City budget process, speaking with many
councilors and presenting to relevant committees.
Further, they have worked with Carleton students on a neighbourhood study to map out what is currently in place in terms of facilities and what hours they are open and accessible. They have also been looking into how much it costs to run a public toilet,
and learning more about what these cost drivers may be.
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On July 8, 2015, the Ottawa City Council voted unanimously to put public washrooms in the Bayview and Hurdman stations on
the new light rail train line and in the Phase 2 hub stations. City staff was instructed to figure out how to accomplish this. The
City has also agreed to produce an app indicating the location and facilities available at all existing taxpayer supported toilets
in the city. Much to look forward to!

Theory of change

GottaGo!’s advocacy work is focused on the target outcome of creating public toilet facilities that are available for people to
use when needed. The group believes that this will also increase use of public transit, bicycle paths and pedestrian routes; in
the process, working towards this common cause may also help build relationships between social groups who do not usually
work together.

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

•Promote dialogue about the
issue through website, social
media, and other activities

•Organizer / volunteer time
•Social media platforms

•Website with updates on progress and dialogue
•Presentations and meetings
with key stakeholders

•Meet with councilors and other
stakeholders to advocate for
more public toilets

•Other outreach and media
materials
•Website development expertise

Outcomes
•Applicable changes to bylaws,
developer permits, urban land and/
or transportation plans
•Public toilet facilities are available
for people to use

Impact
•Increase use of public transit, bicycle paths and pedestrian routes
•Build relationships between social
groups who do not usually work
together for a common cause
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Dirty Duck Soap
Funded April 2014

Dirty Duck Soap is a group of students from Algonquin’s School of Hospitality and Tourism that is working to reduce the waste
output of food establishments and to promote respect of animals by making animal fat waste into useable soaps.

The problem

Animal fat is not a commonly discussed topic. Most of us do not want to know, nor care about where the chicken fat that is
resting on top of our chicken stock goes, or how the pan drippings from our prime rib roast are disposed of. Animal fat contributes to waste output, and not considering where it goes limits our concept of respect for animals. While there is an emerging
trend towards “farm to fork”, it gets the question of “farm to fork and then what” – and the latter is the mentality that Dirty Duck
Soap is working on promoting.

Dirty Duck’s approach

Dirty Duck Soap, a project born out of the School of Hospitality and Tourism at Algonquin College, is working in their own way
to reduce the waste output of food establishments by collecting their spent animal fats and making it into a useable product.
The team is working on redefine animal waste into a practical, saleable product; in the process, they will also provide applied
learning for students and demonstrate profitability, social entrepreneurship, and respect for animals.
Dirty Duck Soap crowd sources their fat from involved restaurants – thereby reusing animal fats that are inherent to the restaurant industry – clean what they gather and turn the fat into soap. The team picks up fat up from participating restaurants and
classes every two weeks, sorts what they have gathered (into poultry, lamb, bacon and duck), cleans, and then with the help of
Purple Urchin (local soap makers) the soap is cast and sold as soap. 100% of the proceeds go towards a student emergency
fund, which is set up for students who need immediate or short term help. The soap fund was created to support students who
have lost their work boots, who cannot afford to eat that night or pay full rent and couldn’t make ends meet that month. These
tend to be one time needs and is not intended for long term scenarios.

Impact of JustChange grant

The Dirty Duck Soap team used $600 of their grant to work with their Applied Research department at Algonquin College.
Since this department offers a 4:1 investment ratio, the team was able to leverage the $600 to close to an additional $2600.
This money allowed the team to be opportunistic and create a new offshoot to their sustainability initiative, specifically into
beekeeping. This was an opportunity that was identified through partnerships with one of the restaurants that the team was
working with to collect animal fats.
The remaining $400 from the JustChange grant is currently saved in the accounts and will be used to purchase spots at the
farmers markets next year to sell soap and honey if there is any left.
“While we would have been able to progress to the same goals, we would have moved at a much slower pace [without the JustChange grant],” said David Fairbanks from the Dirty Duck Soap project.
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Progress and update

The team used the funds to buy suits, bee colonies and materials for the cabinet making students to build the bee hives. As a
result, they now have seven beehives being established along the Rideau Lakes close to Newboro. The goal is to harvest propolis, beeswax and honey this August. This honey will be sold in Savoir Fare, the gourmet food store run by the Algonquin’s School
of Hospitality and Tourism’s culinary department. The beeswax will also be turned into candles and the proceeds will go into
the duck soap emergency student fund. The vision is to introduce the bee keeping to the “Farm to Fork course” that students
take in the third and forth semester. The long term goal is to establish a farmers market in front of the culinary school on the
parking lot in the future.

Theory of change

The following graphic outlines the logic model for Dirty Duck Soap’s theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

•Animal fat waste from food
establishments

•Collect animal fat from participating restaurants

•Student volunteers

•Sort, clean, and cast fat as soap

•Help from loal soap makers

•Market and sell soap

Outcomes
•Reduced waste in the form of
animal fat
•Students gain applied learning
experience

Outputs
•Animal-fat based soap for sale
•Hours of applied learning for
students

Impact
•Greater respect for animals, shift
of mentality from “farm to fork” to
“farm to fork then what”
•Higher awareness of animal fat
waste
•Enhanced skill and opportunities
for students
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Making Waves

Funded June 2014 * This grant was made possible due to a generous donation from an anonymous donor.
Making Waves Ottawa provides one-on-one swimming instruction to children with developmental or physical disabilities at an
affordable cost. They applied to JustChange to fund the growth of their program and test demand in the community for further
expansion.

The problem

Children with disabilities are at the highest risk for drowning. Swimming lessons offered by the City of Ottawa for children with
disabilities can be unaffordable for many families (ranging from $400 upwards), as they require personalize instruction and on
occasion multiple instructors. Making Waves Ottawa is promoting swimming instructor as a right, not a luxury, for all families.

Making wave’s approach

Making Waves is addressing this problem by providing one-on-one swimming instruction to children with developmental or
physical disabilities at an affordable cost of (e.g. $20 per 9 sessions). By sustaining a student-run, volunteer-based organization, Making Waves Ottawa applies this model to minimize costs in a way that the City of Ottawa or private businesses cannot.
It offers an alternative to regular swimming programs by accommodating the specific needs of each individual swimmer, something that is not always possible in a group lesson situation. Furthermore, children form bonds with their instructor as they stay
with the same instructor for the duration of their participation in Making Waves, where possible, instead of being passed from
instructor-to-instructor based on swimming ability.
Making Waves utilizes volunteer instructors to keep program costs low to accommodate as many families as possible. Since
the organization is not linked to a specific program or facility, they also have the ability to expand into different areas in Ottawa
if they can fundraise enough to cover pool costs.

Impact of JustChange grant

The JustChange grant allowed Making Waves to add a whole new additional lesson at one of the pools, increasing the offering
from three to four sessions. This provided swimming lessons for 15 additional children with disabilities to learn swimming for
one whole year. In addition, the expansion enabled by the funding helped prove that there is indeed demand in the community,
and helped the executive team test the hypothesis that volunteers are able to serve many more.

Progress and update

Since the time of the grant, Making Waves Ottawa has grown to accommodate 25 more children, and is now the biggest chapter in eastern Ontario. In total, they were able to serve 106 children in the last year. Looking forward, the team is looking to add
a third location to their program to make it closer and more accessible to families living outside of downtown Ottawa.
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Theory of change

The following graphic outlines the logic model for Making Wave’s theory of change towards this positive social impact:

Inputs

Activities

•Funding to cover pool costs

•Book pool for lessons

•Coordination to arrange swimming lessons

•Recruit and arrange for volunteer swimming instructors

•Volunteer hours by swimming
instructors

•Training for swimming instructors

Outputs
•Affordable and personalized
swimming lessons for children
with disabilities

•Advertise and sign up participants for swimming class

Outcomes
•Improved social, communication,
and collaboration skills for children
with disabilities

Impact
•Happier, healthier, and safer children with disabilities
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Ottawa 123
Funded August 2014

Ottawa123 is a grassroots campaign to promote and change the municipal voting system to Ranked Choice Voting and change
the culture of political engagement in the City.

The problem

The City of Ottawa’s electoral system is broken. Like all Canadian cities, Ottawa elects politicians using the first-past-the-post
(FPTP) system. In the 2010 city elections, 9 of the 23 councillors won with less than 50% of votes, with one winning only 26%
of the vote. A lack of diversity narrows the diversity of ideas and may also be leading to a lack of engagement. Only 44% of eligible citizens voted in Ottawa’s 2010 municipal elections. Only 6 of 22 current Ottawa councillors are women, and only 2 out of
22 are from visible minorities. FPTP encourages people to vote strategically instead of for who they support. FPTP also leads
to vote splitting, which leads to negative campaigns. To avoid vote splitting, new candidates, particularly youth, women, and
visible minorities, are actively discouraged to run in favour of more experienced candidates. These elements reflect negative
campaigning in our elections, and will further disengage citizens from our democratic institutions.

Ottawa 123’s approach

Ottawa123 wants the city to change its voting system to Ranked Choice Voting (RCV). Ottawa123 was planning to convince Ottawa City Council to make the change in time for the 2018 municipal election. Ottawa123 planned to do this through turning
voting reform into an election issue for the 2014 municipal campaign. They planned extensive outreach and education activities for residents, community organizations, and mayoral and councillor candidates.

Impact of JustChange grant

Using the funds from JustChange, Ottawa123 was able to host Ottawa Idol, a community event that invited a diverse range of
community leaders to debate about current municipal policy issues. At the event, the participants heard from these leaders and
voted on their favourites, both in person and online, using RCV. The goal was to demonstrate to Ottawa the linkage between
policy discussions and fair, friendly elections. The Ottawa Idol garnered a lot of media attention which spread Ottawa123’s
message across the city.
The event took place before the municipal elections and a day after the attack on the Parliament Hill. Over 100 people came to
the event including policy wonks, city councilors, candidates, JustChange members, journalists, civil society representatives,
and other members of the local community. Ottawa123 was very pleased with the quality of speakers. The event got attention
of high profile city bureaucrats which was one of the impacts Ottawa123 wanted to achieve.
A lot of people that attended the event didn’t know much about the ranked choice voting, so they came to learn. The team made
sure that the debate was surrounding how people vote rather than on changing the voting results.
The team was also connected by JustChange to various individuals that were able to support the campaign – city councilors,
media etc. and provided expertise related to social media.
Executive Director of Ottawa123 mentioned that one of the other impacts of the JustChange grant was a sense of increased
legitimacy. Ottawa123 might have been seen as a fringe organization, but the legitimacy that JustChange grant gave them
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allowed them to access different groups in the community and contributed to the fact that people listened to them. The campaign, without JustChange support, would have a much smaller impact.
Ottawa123 reached 2000 signatures on the petitions that they put forward. They had a lot of great exposure by attending
events such as Soup Ottawa and Just Drinks.
Cost of the event was lower than anticipated and Ottawa123 will use the remaining money for promotional activities in the fall,
before the federal election.

Progress and update

Ottawa123 is still going strong although the campaign as slowed down after the election. The group is still active and recently
celebrated a 1-year anniversary. They are planning to increase their activities in the fall, in time for the federal election. They
have been also focusing on internal capacity building.
Ottawa123 works towards a long-term impact – the legislative change on a provincial level. Before that can be achieved, the
group believes that their efforts are best put towards starting a debate on a local level, and encouraging grassroots support for
RCV.
The group is working on obtaining support from other community organizations and build connections with other groups in
the province. They are also working on sharing their best practices with other similar 123 organizations. They are working with
other chapters to build capacity and affect the provincial legislation.

Theory of change

A positive change in the City of Ottawa’s system will have a lasting impact on the city’s political culture. Ottawa123 believes
that RCV will ensure that all members of council have the support of at least 50% of their constituents, meaning that policies
implemented will more accurately reflect the wishes of voters. New voices will bring new ideas to address environmental and
social issues at council. Candidates are also encouraged to reach out to more voters, changing the city’s culture of political
engagement.

Inputs

Activities

•Volunteers
•Campaign materials, events
•Website
•Voting simulator
•New voices in the electoral decision
making

Outputs

•Organize events and outreach
and educational activities

•A dialogue on the electoral
system

•Lobbying of municipal candidates to change the electoral
system

•Events that popularize the ideas
on ranked choice voting

Outcomes

•Ranked choice voting as an
election issue

Impact

•Citizens are more informed on
electoral system

•Change in the city’s culture of
political engagement

•Support for ranked choice voting

•Ranked choice voting in municipal
elections
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ask women anything/Media Action Média
Funded October 2014

Ask Women Anything is a program consisting of different events featuring women from the community, presented without a
media filter that may construct her in a certain way. The events are a cross between a Science Café and Reddit’s virtual Ask Me
Anything events. Media Action Média applied to the JustChange grant as they were looking to expand their program and impact.

The problem

Research shows that when women and girls do not see themselves in role models, they limit themselves and do not reach their potential.
Media Action Média recognizes one of the contributing factors of limited female role models is the proliferation of negative representations
of women and girls in the media. The belief is that by presenting positive examples of women and girls in the media, women and girls will
see what they can become. Also, when men and boys only see women and girls in certain stereotyped ways, it has a huge negative impact
on their behaviour; more positive representation of women and girls will encourage men and boys to see women and girls positively.

Media Action Média’s approach

Media Action Média is tackling this in a number of ways. One of their programs is the Ask Women Anything program, which presents super
women in our own community to community members without a media filter that would construct her in a certain way. The women come
into an intimate setting, simply introduce themselves and the audience are given the opportunity to literally ask them anything.
While Reddit may present virtual Ask Me Anything (AMA)’s where famous people become more accessible on the web, Ask Women Anything
is unique in that it is presenting incredible women from different walks of life right here in Ottawa who are not necessarily “famous” to the
Ottawa community. Further, the format is very relaxed and conversational, hosted in warm, inviting spaces of coffee shops and restaurants
that the program team has carefully selected. The program includes a variety of speakers, presenting women and girls from all genres. So
far, the program has featured a member of an all girl folk band, a former television journalist, queer food bloggers, a Muslim lawyer and a
journalist, among others. Nothing is scripted or off limits to make for spirited and engaging conversations.

Impact of JustChange grant

Before receiving the grant, the Media Action Média team had a number of ideas of how they would spend the $1000 micro-grant: pay more
well-known speakers a stipend if needed, allow volunteers to take a cab home when leaving (as many leave on a bus fairly late at night),
purchasing a camera to capture the event. However, shortly after receiving the grant the team held an AWA event with an attendance level
below their expectations. Those who did make it to the event found the event very inspiring, but the team was disappointed that more people were not there to benefit from the event. This prompted the team to take a step back and examine their approach, branding and outreach
strategy.
Through this reflective process, they learned a number of important lessons and have tested some new models. For example, the team
decided to shift the event time from 7pm to 6pm, since they had received some feedback that 7pm was an awkward time as people may
need to go home and come back, while 6pm was a smoother “after work” time for many people. They also decided to shift the venue; while
the previous venue was a great partner and offered a perfect atmosphere, from speaking with attendees and their target market the group
learned that the AWA events would benefit from a more central location.
Since the team has been taking time for this valuable reflection exercise, they have not yet used up all of the $1000 JustChange grant. However, Amanda Parriag, Media Action Média’s President, noted: “What I found remarkable [about JustChange] was the after-grant support;
after the grant decision Louise Grace, one of the JustChange board members, reached out to have coffee with us and helped us trouble
shoot areas where we felt hugely challenged. This was huge. She didn’t put any pressure on us to succeed perfectly, was very understanding
and offered concrete solutions from her own experience that we have been able to action.”
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Progress and update

The team’s new strategies include creating a line-up of speakers ahead for the next few months, developing a dedicated mailing list for
sending invites, and other tweaks as they play with the model to accomplish their social objectives. They hosted an event in April 2015 that
was well attended.
Amanda Parriag also was recently recognized by the Province of Ontario with the Inspiring Women Inspiring Girls Award. The awards ceremony allowed them to meet 16 other amazing women, many of whom have agreed to be a speaker at AWA. The program has also earned
great promotions on the local media, including radio stations. They are working towards building and promoting the overall AWA brand
to steadily increase their audience, so that future attendees would be attracted only by the name of the speaker of a particular event, but
recognize the inspiration and quality of AWA branded events.
They have also recently been contacted by an organization that is applying for a grant for a similar undertaking in Montreal; sounds like AWA
is just getting started with their impact!

Theory of change

Research shows that when women and girls do not see themselves in their role models, they limit themselves. Further, when men and boys
only see women and girls in certain stereotyped ways, it has a huge negative impact on their behavior. By presenting women and girls as
they really are, there is potential for change in how people in Ottawa relate as a community.

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

• Identfying women to profile for
AWA events

• Ask Women Anything events
• Third party coverage of event

• Marketing and promotional
materials

• Selecting appropriate venues and
building partnerships with venue
hosts

• Raffle prizes

• Promoting AWA events

• Volunteer effort
• Suitable venues

• Securing sponsors and raffle
prices
• Building partnerships with media

Outcomes
• Pariticpants gain insight to
unfiltered representations of
successful women
• Participants expand their perception of female role models in
community

Impact
• Perceptions of what is possible for women and girls are
expanded
• Stereotypes regarding women
are shattered
• Men and boys see women
and girls more positively and
treat them as more equal and
promote opportunity
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